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An ironmaking blast furnace (BF) is a moving bed reactor involving counter-, co-, and cross-
current flows of gas, powder, liquids, and solids, coupled with heat exchange and chemical
reactions. The behavior of multiple phases directly affects the stability and productivity of the
furnace. In the present study, a mathematical model is proposed to describe the behavior of fluid
flow, heat and mass transfer, as well as chemical reactions in a BF, in which gas, solid, and
liquid phases affect each other through interaction forces, and their flows are competing for the
space available. Process variables that characterize the internal furnace state, such as reduction
degree, reducing gas and burden concentrations, as well as gas and condensed phase temper-
atures, have been described quantitatively. In particular, different treatments of the cohesive
zone (CZ), i.e., layered, isotropic, and anisotropic nonlayered, are discussed, and their influence
on simulation results is compared. The results show that predicted fluid flow and thermo-
chemical phenomena within and around the CZ and in the lower part of the BF are different for
different treatments. The layered CZ treatment corresponds to the layered charging of burden
and naturally can predict the CZ as a gas distributor and liquid generator.
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I. INTRODUCTION

AN ironmaking blast furnace (BF) is a multiphase
reactor involving counter-, co- and/or, cross-current
flows of gas, powder, liquid, and solid phases.[1] In this
process, iron-bearing materials and coke are charged at
the top of the furnace. Hot gas (blast) enters the furnace
through the tuyeres in the lower part and combusts
carbonaceous materials (coal, coke) to form reducing
gas. As this gas ascends, it reduces and melts the iron-
bearing materials to form liquid iron and slag in the
cohesive zone (CZ). The liquid percolates through the
coke bed to the hearth. If pulverized coal injection or
other injection technology is practiced, then unburnt
coal (or other injectants) may leave the raceway region
at high injection rates through gas entrainment as a
distinct powder phase.[2] These characteristics demon-
strate the complexity of the BF operation and the
difficulties in understanding the physical and chemical
phenomena in a BF.

Since the 1960s, intensive research has been under-
taken to characterize the internal state of a BF with
different techniques such as dissection studies, in situ
measurements, physical experimentation, and mathe-
matical modeling. Among them, numerical modeling
demonstrates an increasing capability to provide
detailed information about fluid flow, heat and mass

transfer, as well as chemical reactions throughout the
furnace. One-, two-, and three-dimensional continuum-
based mathematical models have been developed in

sequence, as summarized in recent reviews.[3–5] The
development of numerical models originated from the
understanding of macroscopic phenomena at the early
stage toward the simulation of critical operational
conditions and flow phenomena on a microscale. Cor-
responding to this trend, the CZ has attracted much
attention in recent years. Through dissection studies, the
existence of the CZ as a layered structure where burden
materials undergo dramatic physiochemical change has
been demonstrated. Within the CZ, the iron-bearing
materials experience softening and melting and react
with the reducing gases to produce wustite and iron.
Therefore, this zone comprises alternate layers of coke
and semifused masses of slag and iron. Through this
zone, the layered structure of solid ore and coke in the
upper part of the BF gradually transits to the lower zone
where only the solid coke remains alongside gases and
liquids. The resistance to upward gas flow is great in the
CZ because the ore layers are relatively impermeable,
which results in most of the gas traveling through the
intermediate coke layers. The shape and position of the
CZ can change significantly with operational condi-
tions[1,6] and, because of its restricted permeability and
role as a gas and liquid distributor, largely determines
the BF performance and operational stability. To
understand this zone, several numerical and physical
experiments have been conducted to study the high-
temperature properties of iron-bearing materials,[7–14]

reaction mechanisms,[15] fluid flow behavior, and tem-
perature distributions[6,16–20] within the CZ. These
studies highlight the complex softening–melting beha-
vior, which include the variation of permeability and
strong horizontal gas and liquid flows in the CZ.
Moreover, efforts have been made to establish the
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relationship among permeability, fluid flow, and heat
transfer in this zone,[21–23] which resulted in the devel-
opment of several empirical and semiempirical CZ
models. Among them, the so-called ZAP model[24]

shows the capability to predict the shape and position
of the CZ partially based on online measured data and
on summarized relationships between process parame-
ters and CZ characteristics.

Apart from the intensive fundamental studies dis-
cussed, the prediction of the CZ in global BF modeling
has proven a long-standing challenging task. Different
numerical treatments have been used to simulate the CZ
structure in BF modeling, which generally can be
summarized as nonlayered and layered CZ treatments.
For a nonlayered CZ treatment, the CZ is treated as a
mixed region of iron-bearing materials and coke where
isotropic or anisotropic permeability distributions can
be applied in steady or unsteady simulation.[1] For a
layered CZ treatment, the CZ is numerically modeled as
a region comprising impermeable or low-permeability
iron-bearing material layers and highly permeable coke

layers.[25–30] The existence of this layered structure
makes modeling more difficult. For example, to treat
liquid flow in the layered CZ, the so-called force balance
model[18,31,32] had to be modified to allow the liquid to
traverse the impermeable cohesive layers. Nonlayered
CZ treatments simplify the modeling and can facilitate
early application and development. However, ignoring
the existence of alternate layers of impermeable iron-
bearing materials and permeable coke windows can
make it difficult for a nonlayered CZ treatment to
reproduce the fluid flow, temperature, and concentra-
tion fields realistically within and around the CZ.
Moreover, this treatment often induces a potentially
artificial level of permeability in the CZ to yield a
solution to the gas flow field. In contrast, a layered CZ
treatment explicitly considers the stratified structure of
iron-bearing materials and coke, which is consistent

with a realistic CZ structure. Unfortunately, one major
shortcoming associated with most past studies that used
a layered CZ treatment is that the CZ shape and
position were specified in advance and may have been
inconsistent with other operational parameters.
Although the recent MOGADOR model[24,33] has cap-
tured the overall CZ position considering the layered
burden distribution in the simulation, a relatively high
permeability is maintained in the simulated fused ore
layer of the CZ,[33] which indicates that the layered
structure in the CZ is still considered implicitly.
To better demonstrate the effect of impermeable fused

ore layers in the CZ on the process variables, this study
attempts to establish a BF modeling system considering
the fluid flow, heat transfer, and chemical reactions to
predict the layered CZ explicitly. The characteristics of
the flow and thermochemical behavior in a BF will be
demonstrated through a comparison of process model-
ing with different CZ treatments.

II. NUMERICAL MODELING

In this section, the governing equations used in the
simulation are described first. The relevant model
parameters then are discussed in detail, and the numer-
ical treatments of the CZ, i.e., layered and nonlayered,
are described. Finally, numerical techniques in regard to
the discretization approach, solution algorithm, and
multiphysics field coupling are described.

A. Governing Equations

Table I summarizes the governing equations for fluid
flow, heat and mass transfer, as well as chemical
reactions used in this work. Gas was described by the
well-established volume-averaged, multiphase, Navier–
Stokes equations.[2,5] Solids were assumed to be a

Table I. Governing Equations

Equations Description

Mass conservation r� eiqiuið Þ ¼ Si; where Si ¼ �P

k

bi;kR
�
k

Momentum conservation
Gas r� egqgugug

� �

¼ r�sg � egrpþ qgeggþ Fs
g þ Fl;d

g

sg ¼ eglg rug þ rug
� �T

h i

� 2
3
eglg r�ug

� �

I

Solid r� esqsususð Þ ¼ r�ss � esrps þ qsesg

ss ¼ esls rus þ rusð ÞT
h i

� 2
3
esls r�usð ÞI

Liquid F
g
l;d þ Fs

l;d þ el;dqlg ¼ 0

Heat and species conservation r� eiqiui/i;m

� �

�r� eiCir/i;m

� �

¼ S/i;m

if /i;m is Hi,m, Ci ¼ ki
cp;i
,

S/i;m
¼ dihija Ti � Tj

� �

þ cp;iTidi
P

k

P

l

bk;lR
�
k þ gi

P

k

R�
k �DHkð Þ

if /i;m is xi,m, Ci ¼ qiDi, S/i;m
¼

P

k

ai;m;kR
�
k, where

/i;m ¼ xg;co;xg;co2 ;xs;Fe2O3
;xs;Fe3O4

;xs;FeO;xs;flux

Phase volume fraction
P

i

ei ¼ 1

State equation p ¼ P

i

yiMið ÞRTg=Vg
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continuous phase that can be modeled based on the
typical viscous model used in multiphase flow model-
ing.[34] Liquids flow as rivulets or droplets under the
influence of gravity, gas drag, and bed resistance, which
can be described by the so-called force balance
approach.[18,35] General convection–diffusion equations
were applied to describe heat and mass transfer among
the phases.

B. Momentum Transfer, Chemical Reactions,
and Transport Coefficients

The following correlation:

Fs
g ¼ � afqg usg

�

�

�

�

�

�þ bf

� �

usg ½1�

is an Ergun-type equation[5] that is used to describe the

interaction force between gas and solid phases. Interac-

tion forces between gas and liquid Fl;d
g as well as between

solid and liquid Fl;d
s were described by the recent

correlations of Chew et al.[35] These correlations are
summarized in Table II. As is shown in Table III,
chemical reactions are taken into account, which include
direct and indirect reduction of iron ore by coke and

CO,[36] solution loss,[37] and melting of Fe and FeO.[38,39]

Because the verification of chemical reactions is beyond
this study, reaction rates applied in other BF modeling
were adopted. Furthermore, because the hydrogen
proportion in the current simulation system was small,
hydrogen reduction and gas–water reactions were not
considered. The transport coefficients that determine
heat and mass transfer within and between phases were
estimated and described in the following sections.

1. Effective Diffusion Coefficients
The effective gas diffusion coefficient was determined

by the relationship between the Peclet Number and the
Reynolds number.[1] Diffusion coefficients for solid and
liquid phases were ignored.

2. Effective Conductivity Coefficients
Gas conductivity[1] was determined by the following

equation:

kgn ¼ cpqD
e
gn ½2�

The effective solid conductivity coefficient was deter-
mined by the effective heat conductivity caused by
contact between particles and by radiation between

Table II. Empirical Correlations for the Interaction Forces Between Phases

Phases Interaction Forces Ref.

Gas–solid, G–S Fs
g ¼ �Fg

s ¼ � afqg usg

�

�

�

�

�

�þ bf

� �

usg
[5]

Gas–liquid, G–L Fl;d
g ¼ �F

g
l;d ¼ � hl;d

dl
þ Asl;d

6

� �

150
esþhl;t
dw

� �

lg þ 1:75qg Ug

�

�

�

�

h i

Ug

e3g
where [35]

dl ¼ max dl;g; dl;h
� �

dl;g ¼ max �6:828sign
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Xp

p

� 0:891
� � ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Xp

p

� 0:891
� �2

; 0
n o

þ 0:695
h i

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

qlg=r
p

dl;h ¼ max 6:828signðf1Þðf1Þ2;0f gþ 0:695½ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

qlg=r
p

f1 ¼ max
ln

hl;t
hl;to

� �

;0

n o

0:513

2

4

3

5

1
2:642

� 0:891

Xp ¼ Dpe
Dxqlgð Þ qlgu

2d
2
s
r

e2s

	 
0:3

1þ cos hð Þ�0:5

Liquid–solid, L–S Fs
l;d ¼ 150

36
ll

A2
sl;d

h3
l;d

þ 1:75
6
ql

Asl;d

h3
l;d

Ulj j
� �

Ul
[35]

Table III. Chemical Reactions

Reaction Formula Reaction Rate Reference

Fe2O3(s)+CO(g) fi Fe(s)+CO2(g)
R�

1 ¼
12noreeoreP yco�y�coð Þ



8:314Tsð Þ

d2ore=D
e
g;co 1�foð Þ�

1
3�1

� �

þdore

�

kl 1þð1=KlÞð Þ
��1

[36]

FeO(l)+C(s) fi Fe(l)+CO(g) R�
2 ¼ k2Ac

VbaFeO

[1]

C(s)+CO2(g) fi 2CO(g) R�
3 ¼

6ncokeecokepyco2 = 8:314Tsð Þ
dcoke=kfþ6= qcokeEfk3ð Þ

[1]

FeO(s) fi FeO(l) R�
4 ¼

Ti�Tmin;sm

Tmax;sm�Tmin;sm

D E1

0

H

xsmuiqieidA

MsmVolcell

[38]

Flux(s) fi slag(l)
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noncontacting particles.[1] The corresponding estima-
tion equation is expressed as follows:

kese ¼
1� eg
� �

1
ks
þ 1

kes

� �

þ egkes

½3�

where kes ¼ 2:29� 10�7dsT
3
s . Effective thermal conduc-

tivities of liquid slag and hot metal were determined
according to the literature data.[38]

3. Heat Transfer Coefficients Between Phases
The heat transfer coefficient between gas and

solid particles was described by the Ranz–Marshall
correlation,

Nu ¼ 2:0þ 0:6ðPrÞ0:333ð9RegÞ0:5 ½4�
where hgs ¼ chegs; h

e
gs ¼ Nu

kg
ds
; and c = 0.3. As the per-

meability of the softening phase is lost within the CZ,
heat transfer from the gas phase gradually changes
from a gas-particle heating mode to a gas-slab heating
mode.[40,41] The heat transfer coefficient between gas
and the interface of softening and melting phase was
assumed to be expressed as follows:

hg-slab ¼ 0:203Re0:33g Pr0:33 þ 0:220Re0:8g Pr0:4
� �

kg=ds

½5�

The heat transfer coefficients between gas and liquid and
between solid and liquid are available elsewhere.[1,34]

4. Heat Loss Through the Furnace Wall
For the wall boundary condition, heat transfer could

be expressed using Newton’s Law of Cooling. The
temperature gradient normal to the furnace wall—
calculated using the wall thickness and temperatures at
the inner and outer surfaces—determined heat loss
through the wall. Based on the assumed thickness and
refractory materials, the heat conduction coefficient in
the furnace wall was expressed as 5 W 9 m�1

9 K�1.

C. CZ Treatments

The softening and melting zone within the BF, i.e., the
so-called CZ, contributed significantly to the process
complexity. This zone was of critical importance for
efficient operation of the BF and because its shape and
position determined the permeability, fluid flow, gas use,
thermal and chemical efficiency, and hot-metal quality in
the furnace. Within this region, iron-bearing materials
were gradually transformed from the lumpy, to the
softening, to the half-molten states before finally melting
down. Instead of passing through the low permeability
portion of this region, the reducing gas can flow radially
through adjacent coke layers, which formed a low-
resistance path between dripping and lumpy zones. This
finding implies a possible retardation of heating and
reduction rates for iron-bearing materials in the CZ, with
direct gas contact only occurring at the iron-bearing
materials-coke interface. Therefore, careful consider-
ation must be given to the internal structure of the CZ.

Physically, the CZ may be subdivided into the follow-
ing different states as shown in Figure 1(a)[42]: molten,
softening, lumpy, and coke-only. According to the
analysis of Kanbara et al.,[43] in Figure 1(a), distribu-
tions of metallic iron and slag were present, whereas in
Figure 1(b), iron-bearing materials were about 70 pct
reduced and bonded together. Their bonding was made
possible by the metallic iron produced on the surfaces of
ores or by the slag transuding from their inside; in part C,
iron-bearing materials existed in a lumpy state without
softening and agglomerating. With reference to the work

done by Gudenau et al.[22,23] and Bakker et al.,[44]

Fig. 1—Schematic shows the (a) internal state of the cohesive
zone[42]; (b) temperature-based definition of the nonlayered cohesive
zone; and (c) defined layered cohesive zone. Note that Ts refers to
solid phase temperature even for the solid which is in the melting
state.
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corresponding to the complex structure of the CZ, the
permeability variation exhibited the following charac-
teristics: at the early stage of softening and melting,
although the iron-bearing materials experienced a sig-
nificant deformation, the macroporosity of the bed
remained open and a pressure drop did not significantly
increase; as softening and melting continued, once the
FeO-containing melt was exuded from the individual bed
components into the macroporosity of the bed, a marked
increase occurred in the pressure drop over the bed; at
the final stage, the melt started to drip from the molten
portion so that much of the region was occupied by the
liquid phase, and the gas only could flow through to the
lumpy zone through the coke windows.

The numerical treatment of a CZ exerted a strong
influence in BF modeling. Therefore, in the current
simulation, three CZ treatments were used and com-
pared with each other, i.e., isotropic and anisotropic
nonlayered treatments, and a layered treatment, as
shown in Figures 1(b) and (c). For the first two
treatments, which represent the traditional modeling
approach,[1] the CZ was treated as a mixed region of
iron-bearing materials and coke particles. For the third
treatment, the CZ was treated as a layered structure. To
model the structure of Figure 1(a) according to BF
dissection studies, the stratified structure of coke and
iron-bearing material (ore) layers was first calculated
based on the solid flow field; then, the CZ was defined to
start and finish within the temperature range 1473–
1673 K. Finally, the CZ region was divided into
alternate coke as well as softening and melting layers.
In BF practice, the state of the softening and melting
layer was dependent on the high temperature properties
of iron-bearing materials and the specific operating
conditions. However, for simplicity, in the current study
the CZ state was based on previous fundamental studies.
With reference to the work done by Gudenau et al.[22,23]

and Bakker et al.,[44] the following three states were
specified: (1) state I, 0.7<Sh�r <1.0 corresponded to the
portion with molten state and liquid source in which the
ore layer voidage was occupied fully by the liquid phase;
(2) state II, 0.5 < Sh�r £ 0.7 corresponded to the

combined portion with softening and melting of iron-
bearing materials in which the pressure drop may have
increased significantly; (3) state III, 0.0 < Sh�r £ 0.5
corresponded to the softening stage in which the
macropores of the bed remained open so the variation
of the pressure drop was limited. Solid conduction and
the gas–solid heat transfer coefficient should be specified
according to the different heat and mass transfer
mechanisms in each of the states. Note that property
variations for iron-bearing materials in the CZ corre-
sponding to these states also were considered in non-
layered treatments.
The detailed comparisons for these three treatments

are summarized in Table IV, which shows the differ-
ences in dealing with solid volume fraction, particle size,
solid heat conductivity, and gas resistance in the CZ.
These differences may affect gas and liquid flow mod-
eling significantly, although the solid phase had to
maintain some mixed properties of iron-bearing mate-
rials and coke in the CZ to guarantee the overall heat
and mass conservation. These different CZ treatments
were applied separately in the simulation with the same
boundary conditions and the same numerical techniques
described in the following section.

D. Numerical Technique

A proprietary code was developed to solve the
conservation equations based on the finite volume
method, which is also the basis of most commercial
CFD codes such as Fluent,[45] CFX,[46] and Star-CD[47]

in use today. The solution domain was subdivided into
computational cells (control volumes) using a structured
and collocated grid where all variables were defined in
the center of a cell.[48] To avoid checkerboard pressure–
velocity decoupling, Rhie–Chow interpolation was
applied,[49] which uses a momentum-based interpolation
for the cell face mass fluxes in the continuity equation
that closely imitates the staggered practice by forcing
mass conservation to be expressed in terms of mass
fluxes across cell interfaces. Therefore, velocity–pressure
decoupling cannot occur.

Table IV. Comparison of Three CZ Treatments

Treatments

Nonlayered treatments

Layered TreatmentIsotropic Anisotropic

Variables
Solid volume fraction es ¼ noreeore þ ncokeecoke

/s ¼
/ore for ore layer

/coke for coke layer

(

where/ ¼ e; d; k

Solid particle size ds ¼ nore
dore

þ ncoke
dcoke

� ��1

Solid heat conductivity ks ¼ nore
kore

þ ncoke
kcoke

� ��1

Vertical to the layer
Gas flow resistance in CZ af ¼ a1�es

ds
af ¼ noreaore þ ncokeacoke For ore layer af ¼ aore; bf ¼ bore
bf ¼ norebore þ ncokebcoke

Parallel to the layer

bf ¼ b
lg 1�esð Þ2

d2s es
af ¼ nore

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

aore
p þ ncoke

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

acoke
p

� ��2

For coke layer af ¼ acoke; bf ¼ bcoke

bf ¼ nore
bore

þ ncoke
bcoke

� ��1
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Convective terms were discretized by the upwind
scheme in which quantities at cell faces were determined
by assuming that the cell-center value of any field
variable represented a cell-average value and held
throughout the entire cell. For the discretization of
viscous transport terms in the momentum equations, the
central finite difference approximation with second-
order spatial truncation errors was used. The Green–
Gauss theorem was used to compute the gradient of the
scalar at the cell center. Strong under-relaxation was
applied in the temperature and concentration field
calculations. A linearization of source terms related to
the generation of phase species and reaction heat had to
be introduced for physical boundness, i.e., maxima or
minima of process variables was within a reasonable
range.[50] The strongly implicit procedure[51] was used to
solve the discretized equations with the large sparse
linear matrix. The deadman boundary for the solid flow
field was determined with a solid isovelocity curve.[52]

The SIMPLE algorithm[50] was used to couple velocity
and pressure drop of continuous phases. The main
procedure used to calculate liquid flow is detailed
elsewhere.[53]

As shown in Figure 2, the well-established sequential
solution procedure was employed in the current study to
calculate the coupled fluid flow, heat transfer, and
chemical reactions. First, the (initial) gas, solid, and
liquid flow, temperature, as well as concentration fields
were determined under the boundary conditions at the
inlets, outlets, and walls. The layered structure was
determined based on the burden distribution at the BF
top (e.g., the ore and coke batch weights as well as the
ore–coke ratio) and the timelines of solid flow—a
technique used in the previous studies of gas–solid flow
in a BF.[30,52] Then, the flow, temperature, and concen-
tration fields were calculated without considering the
chemical reactions until an approximate convergence
(i.e., high tolerance) in terms of mass and energy
residuals was obtained. Finally, thermalchemical behav-
ior was taken into account, which lead to the CZ
determination, and with this information, fluid flow,
heat and mass transfer, as well as chemical reactions
were recalculated. This procedure was repeated until the
CZ position converged. In this study, the criterion for
convergence was set to 10 pct of the relative CZ
positions in two consecutive iterations. The error was
somehow large compared with those for the convergence
of gas, liquid, and solid flows in the computation. This
was because the estimated CZ tended to oscillate under
some conditions. But considering the complexity of the
problem, the resulting error in BF performance predic-
tion was small.

III. SIMULATION CONDITIONS

Numerical simulations were performed under condi-
tions similar to a BF of ~1000 m3 inner volume (hearth
diameter of 7.2 m, height of 25 m). Assuming the
symmetrical distribution of process variables, only half
the BF geometry was considered in the simulation and
was treated as a two-dimensional slot model for

simplicity. Generally, the starting thickness of a CZ
ore layer was around 30 cm. To model the CZ at a
sufficient level of detail, the whole computational
domain was divided into 298 9 38 nonuniform control
volumes in the Cartesian coordinates. Each computa-
tional cell was then around 8 cm 9 9 cm. The corre-
sponding computational domain and an enlargement of
the cells in lower region are shown in Figure 3. Gas was
injected to the BF through a lateral inlet (tuyere)
occupying four consecutive cells at the wall in the
furnace lower zone. Solids (ore, coke, and flux) were
charged from the top of the furnace with a uniform

Fig. 2—Solution procedure in which a rectangular-shaped box repre-
sents a calculation step and a diamond-shaped box represents a deci-
sion step.
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downward velocity along the horizontal direction. The
basic operating data of the modeled BF—calculated
using a heat and mass balance—are summarized in
Table V. During the simulation, the productivity in a
unit volume was first calculated based on the data
provided in Table V, then consistent gas, ore, coke, and
flux rates were determined that assumed a two-
dimensional profile with unit thickness. The liquids,
hot metal, and slag were assumed to be generated at the
lower side of the melting subregion within the CZ, with
flow rates determined from the total amount of liquid,
inlet area, and ore–coke ratio. For typical conditions,
the gas mass flow rate was 11.7 kg 9 m�2

9 s�1 at the
tuyere; solid flow rate was 1.22 kg 9 m�2

9 s�1; and
liquid slag and hot metal flow rates were dependent on
the liquid inlet area calculated during the simulation.
Contemporary intensive BF operation required a high
top pressure, with a constant 2 atm assumed for all
simulations. Average solid particle sizes and ore–coke
ratio were as shown in Table V, with a nonuniform
distribution of these variables imposed along the
horizontal direction, as discussed later.

In practice, with the demands of smooth operation
and high productivity, burden distribution often was
adjusted to improve the gas flow in the furnace, which is
key to BF operations. Good hot-metal quality also
largely was achieved through appropriate control of
burden distribution. In the current simulations, the
burden distribution and particle sizes, as the input
information, were assumed, as shown in Figure 4. Note
that ore particle size was assumed to be constant, but
coke particle size was assumed to change with the ore–
coke volume ratio. With this information, physical

properties of the mixture of ore and coke, such as
particle diameter and porosity, could be calculated. In
this case, the ore–coke ratio was low at the center, and
the coke particle size was small near the furnace wall.
This burden distribution provided a high permeability at
the furnace center because large particles induced large
voids and presented a low surface area–volume ratio to
passing fluids. Initially, the particle properties imposed
at the top of the furnace were extended to the lower part
so that particle size and porosity distributions in the
entire furnace could be obtained. During the calcula-
tion, with the identification of the CZ, coke zone, and
deadman, the properties in these regions were reesti-
mated to replace the initial values based on the
following rules: (1) in the CZ, porosity and particle size
of iron-bearing materials were a function of normalized
shrinkage ratio, Sh�r ; (2) in the coke zone, bed perme-
ability was calculated based on coke size only; and (3) in
the deadman, coke size and porosity were assumed as
ds = 0.02 m and es = 0.65. In practice, because of the
importance of burden distribution to furnace opera-
tions, these conditions should be reset with reference to
equipment setpoints and measured data from actual BF
operations or laboratory scale tests.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effect of CZ Treatment on Gas Flow

The CZ has a significant effect on the fluid flow, as
demonstrated by previous studies.[2–5] In particular, the
layered CZ can make the gas flow significantly change

Fig. 3—(a) Compuational domain and (b) the grid arrangement in an enlarged local region.
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direction and force liquid to flow horizontally between
the fused layers. However, the effect of different CZ
treatments on the modeling of fluid flow has not been
compared critically. To exclude the influence of other
factors, the comparison was first carried out under a
simplified condition, i.e., without considering solid and
liquid flow, heat and mass transfer, as well as chemical
reactions. In this case, the position and structure of
layered and nonlayered cohesive zones were assumed.
Figure 5 shows the fixed CZ structure and porosity
distribution for layered and nonlayered CZ treatments.
Here porosity referred to the interconnected pore space
between particles or through a partially fused layer in
the CZ that was accessible to gases and liquids. Note
that for anisotropic and isotropic nonlayered treat-
ments, the CZ structure and porosity distribution were
the same. Boundary conditions are given in Table V.
The computational domain encompassed the lumpy
zone CZ, dripping zone, and solid stagnant region
(deadman). Except for the CZ region, computational
conditions were the same for the three CZ treatments
considered. Within the CZ, the layered structure com-
prised low-permeability softening and melting layers as

Table V. Operational Conditions Considered in this Work

Variables BF

Gas:
Volume flux, Nm3

9 tHM�1 1511
Inlet gas components, mole
percentage

34.95 pct CO
0.0 pct CO2

0.81 pct H2

0.0 pct H2O
64.23 pct N2

Inlet gas temperature, K 2313.6
Top pressure, atm 2.0
Solid:
Ore, t 9 tHM�1 1.64
Ore components, mass fraction Fe2O3 0.656

FeO 0.157
CaO 0.065
MgO 0.024
SiO2 0.059
Al2O3 0.029
MnO 0.006
P2O5 0.008

Average ore particle size, m 0.03
Coke, t 9 tHM�1 0.5023
Coke components, mass fraction C 0.857

Ash 0.128
S 0.005
H 0.005
N 0.005

Average coke particle size, m 0.045
Flux, t 9 tHM�1 0.0264
Flux components, mass fraction CaO 0.438

MgO 0.079
SiO2 0.024
Al2O3 0.033
CO2 in CaO 0.344
CO2 in MgO 0.082

Ore voidage 0.403(100dore)
0.14

Coke voidage 0.153logdcoke + 0.724
Average ore/(ore+coke)
volume ratio

0.5923

Liquid:
Hot metal rate, t 9 day�1 2034

components, mass fraction C 0.04
Si 0.004
Mn 0.0045
P 0.0003
S 0.0003
Fe 0.9509

density, kg 9 m�3 6600
viscosity, kg 9 m�1

9 s�1 0.005
conductivity, w 9 m�1

9 K�1 28.44
surface tension, N 9 m�1 1.1

Slag rate, t 9 tHM�1 0.377
components, mass fraction CaO 0.324

MgO 0.120
SiO2 0.324
Al2O3 0.200
FeO 0.016
MnO 0.009
S 0.007

density, kg 9 m�3 2600
viscosity, kg 9 m�1

9 s�1 1.0
conductivity, w 9 m�1

9 K�1 0.57
surface tension, N 9 m�1 0.47

Fig. 4—Top-burden distribution: (a) volume ratio of iron ore and
(b) particle size.
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well as highly permeable coke layers as shown in
Figures 5(a) and (b). Porosity in the softening and
melting layers was assumed to reach a minimum of
20 pct of the initial ore voidage—calculated according
to the correlation given in Table V. Correspondingly,
particle size in the softening and melting layers was
assumed to reach a minimum of 40 pct of average ore-
particle size. With the same ore–coke volume ratio in the
CZ and the same particle size and porosity assumptions
for iron-bearing materials and coke as those used for the
earlier layered treatment, porosity in the nonlayered CZ
was determined for the mixture of iron-bearing materi-
als and coke as shown in Figure 5(d).

Figure 6 shows the calculated gas flow field for
different CZ treatments. All cases demonstrated that
the CZ acts as a gas distributor so that the flows deviate
through the CZ. However, these deviations were differ-
ent for the three treatments. Gas flowed more horizon-
tally through the CZ for layered and anisotropic
nonlayered treatments than for the isotropic nonlayered
treatment, which is consistent with other studies.[26,34]

However, in essence, the reason why gas flowed hori-
zontally is different. As shown in Figure 6(d), for the
layered CZ treatment, the lower permeability of the ore
layer made the gas preferentially flow through the high
permeability coke layer. In contrast, for the anisotropic
CZ treatment, gas flowed horizontally through the
entire CZ because of the large axial resistance in this
region.

Pressure drop is a primary indicator that represented
the permeability and gas resistance in the furnace.
Figure 7 shows the corresponding pressure distributions
for the three CZ treatments (NB. Pressure drop shown
in the figure was relative to the top pressure). Large
pressure gradients existed in the CZ region, which

indicate the sudden change of bed permeability for all
the treatments. Among the three treatments, the
pressure drop for the anisotropic CZ was the highest,
although little difference was observed in pressure drop
between the layered and isotropic nonlayered treat-
ments, as demonstrated by the pressure distributions at
different heights in Figure 8.
Although, in this section, heat transfer and chemical

reactions have not been considered, the comparisons
discussed show that an anisotropic CZ treatment is
inclined to predict high gas flow resistance because the
low permeability of iron-bearing materials dominated
the calculation of resistance throughout the CZ in the
axial direction and strongly influenced resistance in the
radial direction. In contrast, the pressure drop calcu-
lated for the isotropic CZ treatment was less because the
averaged properties of the layers were less strongly
influenced by the low permeability ore. Although the
anisotropic treatment seemed conceptually more realis-
tic than the isotropic treatment, the significant increase
in pressure drop through the CZ in the former case
relative to the layered treatment suggested that the
formulation of gas flow resistance in the radial direction
may need to be reconsidered in the future.
Nonetheless, it is clear that different CZ treatments

will result in different flow behavior and pressure
distribution, which in turn, will result in a different
influence on the thermal and chemical behavior includ-
ing the CZ position and the other process performance
as discussed in the following.

B. Effect of CZ Treatment on Process Performance

In this section, the three CZ treatments were applied
to BF modeling with heat transfer and chemical

Fig. 5—Computational domains and porosity distributions for different CZ treatments; CZ position for (a) layered and (c) nonlayered; porosity
distribution for (b) layered and (d) nonlayered.
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Fig. 6—Gas flow fields for (a) layered, (b) anisotropic nonlayered, (c) isotropic nonlayered treatments, and (d) enlarged CZ, which are listed in
parts (i) layered, (ii) anisotropic nonlayered, and (iii) isotropic nonlayered. Note that the reference vectors are given on the top of each subfigure.

Fig. 7—Pressure distributions for (a) layered, (b) anisotropic nonlayered, and (c) isotropic nonlayered treatments.
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reactions. Instead of a fixed position, the CZ was
predicted for the three different treatments based on the
same boundary and operational conditions. In the
simulations, the CZ region was defined to be within
the temperature range of 1473–1673 K, as described in
the numerical modeling section. The shrinkage ratio Shr,
which is the most commonly used parameter to repre-
sent the softening and melting status of iron-bearing
materials, was applied to determine the particle size
and porosity of iron-bearing materials in the CZ. A
linear relationship between the shrinkage ratio and the
temperature was used, as shown in Figure 9(a). Corre-
sponding relationships between normalized porosity–
particle size and shrinkage ratio were assumed, as shown
in Figures 9(b) and (c). The relationships encompassed
the three states of iron-bearing materials discussed.

Fig. 8—Pressure distribution for different CZ treatments (a) at a
height of 6.5 m and (b) at tuyere level.

Fig. 9—Relationship between (a) shrinkage ratio and temperature,
between (b) normalized shrinkage ratio and particle size for iron-
bearing materials in the CZ, and between (c) normalized shrinkage
ratio and porosity for iron-bearing materials in the CZ.
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Fig. 10—CZ shapes (a)–(c), porosity distributions (d)–(f), as well as pressure drop distribution and gas flow stream line (g)–(i) for the following
CZ treatments: left column, layered; middle column, anisotropic nonlayered; and right column, isotropic nonlayered. Note that the minimum
porosity can reach 0.094 in the layered cohesive zone.
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Fig. 11—Gas (a)–(c), solid (d)–(f), and liquid slag (g)–(i) flow field for the following three CZ treatments: left column, layered; middle column,
anisotropic nonlayered; and right column, isotropic nonlayered.
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Figure 10(a) shows that an inverse-V shaped CZ
structure was obtained using the layered CZ treatment.
In the layered CZ, iron-bearing materials and coke
were distributed alternately so that permeable coke
windows could form. Softening- and melting-ore layers
comprised the following three regions corresponding to
the defined states: (1) Region I where blockage of the
bed porosity was nearly complete by the melting of
solids; (2) Region II where a combination of softening
and melting of iron-bearing materials were present; and
(3) Region III where iron-bearing materials only
underwent softening, which occupied the greatest
portion of the CZ. Although the CZ was modeled as
a mixed region of iron-bearing materials and coke for
both cases, for the nonlayered CZ treatments, the
different resistances along the vertical direction led to
different CZ shapes, i.e., a horizontal CZ for the
anisotropic nonlayered treatment and an inverse-V CZ
for the isotropic nonlayered treatment, as shown in
Figures 10(b) and (c).

Corresponding to these modeled CZs, porosity dis-
tributions were as shown in Figures 10(d)–(f). In the
lumpy and dripping zones, a high permeability was
observed at the furnace center and a low permeability
region was observed near the wall. Within the CZ, high
and low permeability regions were stratified for the
layered treatment, whereas the permeability gradually
increased from the lower to upper part of the CZ for the
other two treatments. It must be noted that a complex
interaction occurred between the gas flow and the
porosity variation caused by the softening and melting
of the burden because it is the gas flowing through the
burden that eventually causes iron-bearing materials to
soften and become impermeable to gas flow. To
demonstrate this relationship, the corresponding gas
flow and pressure drop distributions are illustrated in
Figures 10(g)–(i), where the variation of gas flow direc-
tion corresponded to the porosity variation. Among
these treatments, the variation of gas flow direction in
the CZ for the anisotropic treatment was the most
intensive and a marked increase in pressure drop
occurred in the CZ, which reflected the highest predicted
resistance. However, the results show that different CZ
treatments only affect the pressure drop distribution in
the lower part of the BF, and their influence becomes
insignificant in the lumpy zone.

Fluid flow fields for the three CZ treatments are
compared in Figure 11. The results show that the gas
velocity increases while gas passes through the coke
window for the layered CZ treatment, and an intensive
horizontal gas flow occurred through the identified CZ
for the anisotropic nonlayered treatment. For all treat-
ments, the solid flow direction evidently changed
through the CZ because coke particles had to replace
the space occupied by consumed ferrous materials, i.e.,
lumpy or agglomerated iron ores. Solid downward
velocity in the lumpy zone was larger than that in the
dripping zone because solid flow in the dripping zone
was only driven by the coke consumption in the lower
part of the BF. In addition, with the downward solid
movement and coke consumption in the raceway, the
deadman, i.e., the solid stagnant zone, clearly was

formed, in which permeability may deteriorate and
small particles may accumulate.
As shown in Figure 11(g), from the molten region

within the layered CZ, generated liquids flowed almost
vertically in the lower part of the furnace. However,
complex localized liquid flows occurred in the CZ where
some liquid droplets or rivulets were likely to flow along
the layers. Similar phenomena were observed by Chew
et al.[17] in a cold physical model describing liquid flow
in which part of the dripping liquid preferentially
accumulated in the lower layers of the CZ. This directly
resulted in nonuniform liquid flow in the lower part of
the furnace. Additionally, the internal structure of the
lower part of the furnace made the nonuniform distri-
bution of liquid flow more evident. In contrast, the
liquid patterns generated by using nonlayered treat-
ments showed relatively uniform liquid (volume frac-
tion) distributions proportional to the ore–coke ratio in
the CZ.
For the layered treatment, the nonuniform liquid flow

was demonstrated again by the horizontal distribution
of liquid flux passing through the bottom of the
simulation domain as shown in Figure 12. This liquid
outlet represented the surface of the hearth where liquid
collects in a BF. Liquid flux varied significantly along
the horizontal direction, whereas a smooth distribution
of liquid flux was observed for nonlayered treatments.
The results also exhibited a maximum liquid slag flux
located some distance from the tuyere for all three
treatments. This behavior is believed to result from the
combined contribution of the strong blast pushing liquid
away from the tuyere and the high liquid flux trickling
down from the lower, high ore volume fraction part of
the CZ.
To examine the effect of different CZ treatments on

heat and mass transfer, Figures 13–15 show the calcu-
lated phase temperature and CO concentration distri-
butions. The results show that different temperature and
concentration distributions were observed within and
around the CZ for the different treatments. The effect of
the different treatments on heat and mass transfer
gradually decreased and became negligible at the fur-
nace top, which indicates that the flow readjusted
quickly in the lumpy zone so that the process variables
were independent of the CZ treatments in the upper part
of the furnace where the all cases had the same burden

Fig. 12—Liquid slag flux distribution entering the hearth.
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distribution. For all treatments, in the lumpy zone, the
assumed charging pattern induced high permeability of
the central part to achieve a central gas flow so that high
gas temperatures and corresponding high solid temper-
atures were predicted near the furnace center as shown

in Figures 13–15(a) and (b). At the upper-central part of
the furnace, the CO concentration was high because of
preferential gas flow and low ore to coke ratio.
However, the effect of these treatments on process

variable profiles in the lower part of the BF was more

Fig. 13—Computed contours of gas (a), solid (b), liquid (c) temperature, and CO concentration (d) for the layered treatment.

Fig. 14—Computed contours of gas (a), solid (b), liquid (c) temperature, and CO concentration (d) for anisotropic nonlayered treatment.
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evident, especially for the liquid temperature distribu-
tion, as shown in Figures 13–15(c). The difference in
temperature distributions also is demonstrated in
Figure 16. Liquid slag and hot metal temperatures not
only were affected by the nonuniform gas and solid
temperature distributions but also closely linked to the
packing structure of the lower part of the BF. This
finding was demonstrated by the liquid slag temperature
gradient, which became larger within the deadman
compared with that in the dripping zone. Similar to
the liquid outlet flux distribution, liquid temperature
fluctuated for the layered treatment, whereas the liquid
temperature maintained a smooth variation for the
isotropic and anisotropic nonlayered treatments.

When liquid flowed through the region adjacent to the
tuyere, the strong heat exchange between gas and liquid
made the liquid temperature abruptly increase for all
three treatments. Apart from the region adjacent to the
tuyere, a high-liquid temperature region was also
observed in the central part of the furnace where liquid
droplets experienced a longer trickling time from the CZ
to the hearth because of the higher CZ position in the
center than near the wall, and high solid temperatures in
the deadman also play a role. This nonuniform temper-
ature distribution made reactions between slag, coke, and
gas more complex. It also implied that liquid properties
were strongly dependent on the CZ structure because
liquid residence time in the coke zone and deadman
directly was related to the shape and position of the CZ.

Different CZ treatments represented different BF oper-
ations and practice. For example, a layered CZ struc-
ture inevitably exists for BF operation with alternate

Fig. 15—Computed contours of gas (a), solid (b), liquid (c) temperature, and CO concentration (d) for isotropic nonlayered treatment.

Fig. 16—Temperature distributions at the liquid outlet for (a) slag
and (b) hot metal.
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charging of iron-bearing materials and coke. Based on the
previous results, the layered CZ treatment can predict the
formation of coke windows and, therefore, reasonable CZ
permeability, which largely reflects the BF situation. In
contrast, for the anisotropic CZ treatment, the calculated
axial resistance throughout the CZ region was high, which
played an important role in generating horizontal gas flow
in the CZ. When the batch weight of iron-bearing
materials and coke was small, i.e., narrow layer distribu-
tion in the BF, the calculated results using the anisotropic
treatment could be similar to those using the layered

treatment if the discrepancy in permeability between the
two treatments could be eliminated. When the batch
weight was large, the predicted pressure drop representing
the fluid resistance in the CZ by the anisotropic CZ
treatment could be higher than the real value because the
role of the highly permeable coke layer was considered
inadequately in the model formulation. In this case, the
anisotropic CZ treatment should be adjusted for better
permeability prediction. In the third approach, the
isotropic nonlayered CZ treatment used the averaged
properties of iron-bearing materials and coke to predict

Fig. 17—Pseudo-transient process of solid flow (Dt 9 530 s).
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the resistance, which weakened the effect of the low
permeability region in the CZ on the fluid flow. From a
practical viewpoint, this treatment is only suitable for
modeling BF operation with mixed charging of ore and
coke.

Finally, it should be noted that a BF is a moving bed
reactor should be modeled as a transient process. A
single-layered CZ configuration represented only a
snapshot of this transient operation. However, different
layer configurations could be used to model the burden
positions at different times in the charging cycle as
shown in Figure 17. Here, a total of eight burden
distributions were used to represent a periodic burden
flow. Corresponding to these different configurations,
the layered CZ and process variable distributions could
be calculated to produce average flow and performance
variables. Because the residence time of gas and other
phases is much shorter than that of solids in a BF for a
given solid flow pattern, the gas and liquid flows, and to
a large degree, temperature and concentration fields
reasonably could be described as a steady-state process.
Therefore, the distributions of the solid patterns and
corresponding process variables represent a pseudo-
transient process.

Applying a simple averaging approach to the above
pseudo-transient results in the following:

�w ¼
Pn

i wiwi
Pn

i wi

;

w ¼ p; eg; es;Tg;Ts; yco;

wi ¼
1

n
; n ¼ 8

½6�

A selection of the averaged results are shown in
Figure 18. The results show that an approximate poros-
ity range from 0.23 to 0.5 could be obtained in the CZ.
Based on the solid temperature, the averaged CZ is also
shown in Figure 18(d). The CZ position predicted by the
averaged results is different from that calculated with
nonlayered CZ treatments (Figures 10(b) and (c)).
Compared with the calculated results of the nonlayered
CZ treatments, which may exaggerate the gas flow
resistance or underestimate the flow variation in the CZ,
the averaged results are based on more realistic perme-
ability distributions and could better represent a steady
BF operation. The application of different layer config-
urations to model a periodic burden flow provided an
approach to better compare the layered CZ with the
nonlayered CZ treatments and improved the applicabil-
ity of the former to general BF simulation. Therefore,
although obtained under steady-state conditions, the
results predicted by the present approach were useful to
process understanding.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A mathematical model was developed to describe the
fluid flow, heat and mass transfer, as well as chemical
reactions in a BF. Different from the previous models,
the layered CZ was considered explicitly, and a critical
comparison of BF modeling with different CZ treat-
ments, i.e., layered, isotropic nonlayered, and aniso-
tropic nonlayered, was carried out. The results showed
that predicted fluid flow and thermochemical phenomena

Fig. 18—Averaged process variable distributions for (a) gas volume fraction, (b) solid temperature, (c) liquid temperature, and (d) CZ shape.
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within and around the CZ as well as in the lower part of
the BF for different treatments were different. This
finding implies that the CZ treatment is of paramount
importance in BF modeling.

Physically, different CZ treatments may relate to
different burden distributions at the furnace top. For
example, the layered CZ treatment corresponded to the
BF operation with layered charging of coke and iron-
bearing materials, the isotropic nonlayered treatment
corresponded to the BF operation with the mixed
charging of coke and iron-bearing materials, and the
anisotropic nonlayered CZ treatment corresponded to
the BF operation with layered charging but a small
batch weight for coke and iron-bearing materials. From
this point of view, BF modeling with a layered CZ
treatment facilitated the simulation of conditions that
could not be handled explicitly by a traditional BF
model, such as the effects of charging sequence and
batch weight. Moreover, by applying a range of layer
configurations to achieve a pseudo-transient represen-
tation of BF operation, averaged results using a layered
CZ treatment may provide a better overall picture of
steady BF operation in terms of the permeability
prediction when compared with the more common
nonlayered CZ treatments. In this respect, a re-evaluation
of the formulation that governs radial gas flow resis-
tance in the anisotropic nonlayered CZ treatment would
seem warranted. More studies are necessary to clarify
these considerations and to extend this work to the
simultaneous consideration of BF shaft, raceway, and
hearth.
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ABBREVIATIONS

a,b Coefficients in the Ergun equation,
a = 1.75, b = 150

aFeO The activity of molten wustite
Ac Effective surface area of coke for reaction,

m2

Asl,d Effective contact area between solid and
liquid in unit volume of bed, m2

9 m�3

cp Specific heat, J 9 kg�1
9 K�1

d Diameter of solid particle, m
d* Normalized particle size, d* = d/dmax

dl,g Liquid droplet diameter as affected by gas
flow, m

dl,h Droplet diameter as affected by holdup, m
dw Effective packing diameter, m
D Diffusion coefficient, m2

9 s�1

De
g;n Effective diffusivity of component n,

n = CO, m2
9 s�1

Ef Effectiveness factors of solution loss
reaction

f0 Fraction conversion of iron ore
F Interaction force per unit volume,

kg 9 m�2
9 s�2

g Gravitational acceleration, m 9 s�2

h Holdup
hl,t Total holdup
hl,t0 Total holdup without gas flow
hij Heat transfer coefficient between i and j

phase, W 9 m�2
9 K�1

H Enthalpy, J 9 kg�1

DH Reaction heat, J 9 mol�1

k Thermal conductivity, W 9 m�1
9 K�1

kf Gas-film mass transfer coefficient,
m 9 s�1

ki Rate constant of ith chemical reactions
(i = 1, 2, or 3), m 9 s�1

K1 Equilibrium constant of indirect reduction
of iron ore by CO

Mi Molar mass of ith species in gas phase,
kg 9 mol�1

Msm Molar mass of feo or flux in solid phase,
kg 9 mol�1

Nu Nusselt number, Nu = h 9 ds 9 k�1

p Pressure, Pa
Dpe/Dx Effective pressure gradient, Pa m�1

Pr Prandtl number, Pr = cp 9 l 9 k�1

Reg Gas Reynolds number,

Reg ¼ /s � ds � qg � eg � ug � l�1

g

R Gas constant, 8.314 J 9 K�1
9 mol�1

R* Reaction rate, mol 9 m�3
9 s�1

S Source term
Shr Shrinkage ratio defined as the ratio of the

decreased volume, caused by softening
and melting, to the original volume
occupied by iron-bearing materials

Sh�r Normalized shrinkage ratio,

Sh�r ¼ Shr


Shr;max; Shr;max ¼ 0:7
T Temperature, K
u Interstitial velocity, m 9 s�1

Vb Bed volume, m3

Vg Gas volume, m3

Vore, Vcoke Ore, coke volume, m3

Volcell Volume of control volume, m3

Xp Dimensionless pressure drop
yi Mole fraction of ith species in gas phase

GREEK

C Diffusion coefficient
I Identity tensor
/ General variable
u Shape factor
a Specific surface area, m�2

9 m�3

af, bf Coefficients in Ergun Eq
aore, acoke Coefficients aore = aeore/dore,

acoke = aecoke/dcoke
b Mass increase coefficient of fluid phase

associated with reactions, kg 9 mol�1
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bore, bcoke Coefficients, bore ¼
blge

2
ore

d2ore 1�eoreð Þ;

bcoke ¼
blge

2

coke

d2
coke

1�ecokeð Þ
c Modification factor
d Distribution coefficient
e Volume fraction
e* Normalized volume fraction, e* = e/emax

h Contact angle, degree
g Fractional acquisition of reaction heat
l Viscosity, kg 9 m�1

9 s�1

q Density, kg 9 m�3

r Surface tension, N 9 m�1

s Stress tensor, Pa
x Mass fraction
nore, ncoke Local ore, coke volume fraction

SUBSCRIPTS

e Effective
g Gas
n N direction (= x or y)
i Identifier (g, s or l)
i, m Mth species in i phase
j Identifier (g, s or l)
k Kth reaction
l Liquid
l,d Dynamic liquid
s Solid
sm Feo or flux in solid phase

SUPERSCRIPTS

e Effective
g Gas
l,d Dynamic liquid
s Solid
T Transpose
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